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ABSTRACT 
Let A,, A, be given n-by-n Hermitian or symmetric matrices, and consider the 
simultaneous transformations A, + SAiS* if Ai is Hermitian or A, -+ SA,Sr if Ai is 
symmetric. We give necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a unitary S 
which reduces both A, and A, to diagonal form in this way. When at least one of A, 
or A, is nonsingular, we give necessary and sufficient conditions for a reduction of 
this sort with a nonsingular S. These results are a generalization of the classical 
theorem from mechanics that a positive definite matrix and a Hermitian matrix can 
always be diagonalized simultaneously by a nonsingular congruence. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Since the early days of mechanics, it has been known that two real 
symmetric matrices can be simultaneously diagonalized by a nonsingular 
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congruence if at least one of them is positive definite. But what can be said if 
both matrices are indefinite? And what if the matrices can be complex, and 
both are Hermitian, or both are symmetric, or there is one of each? 
These questions are motivated by the Grunsky inequalities, which arise in 
the theory of univalent analytic functions and involve both Hermitian and 
symmetric forms [5]. The Grunsky inequalities have the algebraic form 
x*Ax > ]rrBr] forall xEC”, (1.1) 
where A and B are n-by-n complex matrices with A Hermitian and B 
symmetric. The matrix A in (1.1) is necessarily positive semidefinite. If A is 
nonsingular as well, there is a simple analog of the classical result on 
simultaneous diagonalization by congruence of two Hermitian matrices (one 
of which is positive definite), which guarantees that there is a nonsingular 
matrix S such that both SAS* and SBSr are diagonal. This mixed congruence 
is exactly the way the matrices in (1.1) transform under a nonsingular linear 
change of variables; Hermiticity and symmetry of the respective matrices are 
preserved. 
We consider the general problem of simultaneously transforming two 
given Hermitian or symmetric matrices A, B E M, to diagonal form by 
appropriate congruences using one nonsingular matrix S, i.e., A --, SAS* if A 
is Hermitian and A -+ SAST if A is symmetric, and similarly for B. We 
consider also the case in which the congruence matrix S may be taken to be 
unitary. In Section 2 we consider all the possibilities when at least one of A or 
B is nonsingular. In Section 3 we consider the general case for unitary 
congruences, and in Section 4 we mention some generalizations. 
We denote by M, the set of n-by-n complex matrices. A matrix A E M, 
is said to be Hermitian if A = A* = AT (conjugate transpose); it is said to be 
symmetric if A = AT (transpose alone). Two matrices A, B E M, are consimi- 
lar if there is a nonsingular S E M, such that A = SBS-‘. Notice that unitary 
consimilarity (A = UBV- ’ = UBUT) is just unitary congruence. A matrix is 
said to be condiagonulizabk if it is consimilar to a diagonal matrix. If a matrix 
is condiagonalizable via a unitary matrix U (A = UAD-’ = UMJT with A 
diagonal), it is said to be unitarily condiagonalizable. 
A unitarily condiagonalizable matrix is evidently symmetric; the converse 
assertion is a factorization theorem of Takagi [lo] (see also [6], [B], and [9]). 
Any symmetric matrix A E M, can be written as A = UXJT with U, I: E M,, 
U unitary, and Z nonnegative and diagonal. For more information about 
consimilarity and related topics see [4]. 
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2. THE CASE IN WHICH AT LEAST ONE MATRIX IS 
NONSINGULAR 
Our first generalization of the classical result on simultaneous diagonaliza- 
tion by congruence is to the case of two matrices, both Hermitian, both 
symmetric, or one of each, under the assumption that at least one of them is 
nonsingular. We consider all cases of unitary or nonsingular congruence 
which preserve the type of the respective matrix. The respective conditions 
are numbered to suggest parallelism among the various cases. The first case 
I(a) is well known, and II(b) is classical [2, $103, Theorem 31. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A, B E M, be given. 
I. Suppose A and B are Hermitian with A nonsingular, and let C = A ~ ‘B. 
(a) The following conditions are equivalent. Each is necessary and 
sufficient for the existence of a unitary U E M, such that both 
UAW and UBU* are diagonal: 
(1) There is a unitary V E M, such that V*CV is a real diagonal 
matrix. 
(2) C has only real eigenvalues and is unitarily diagonalizable. 
(3) C is Hermitian. 
(4) AB = BA, i.e., A commutes with B. 
(b) The following conditions are equivalent. Each is necessary and 
sufficient for the existence of a nonsingular S E M, such that both 
SAS* and SBS* are diagonal: 
(1) There is a nonsingular R E M, such that R ~ ‘CR is a real 
diagonal matrix. 
(2) C has real eigenvalues and is diagonalizable. 
II. Suppose A and B are symmetric with A nonsingular, and let C = A -‘B. 
(a) The following conditions are equivalent. Each is necessary and 
sufficient for the existence of a unitary U E M, such that both 
UAUT and UBUT are diagonal: 
(1) There is a unitary V E M, such that V*CV is a diagonal 
matrix. 
(2) C is unitarily diagonalizable. 
(3) C is normal. 
(b) The following conditions are equivalent. Each is necessary and 
sufficient for the existence of a nonsingular S E M, such that both 
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SAST and SBST are diagonal: 
(1) There is a nonsingular R E M, such that R ICR is a diagonal 
matrix. 
(2) C is diagonalizable. 
III. Suppose A is Hermitian and B is symmetric, and assume that at least 
one of A or B is nonsingular. lf A is nonsingular, set C = A- ‘B; if B is 
nonsingular, set C = B-‘A, 
(a) The following conditions are equivalent. Each is necessary and 
sufficient for the existence of a unitary U E M, such that both 
UAW* and UBUT are diagonal: 
(1) There is a unitary V E M, such that V ‘CV is a diagonal 
matrix. 
(2) C is unitarily condiagonalizable. 
(3) C is symmetric. 
(4) AB = BA. 
(b) l&e following conditions are equivalent. Each is necessary and 
sufficient for the existence of nonsingular S E M, such that both 
SAS* and SBST are diagonal: 
(1) There is a nonsingular R E M, such that R-‘CR is a diagonal 
matrix. 
(2) C is condiagonalizable. 
(5) There is a nonsingular R E M, such that R-‘CR is symmetric. 
Proof. Within each of the six groups of conditions, the equivalence of 
most of the stated conditions is a matter of definition. The equivalence of (3) 
and (4) in group I(a) follows from the observation that, if A and B are 
Hermitian, then AB is Hermitian if and only if A commutes with B, and A is 
Hermitian if and only if A- ’ is Hermitian. The equivalence of 111(a)(3) and 
(4) is established similarly, since B is symmetric if and only if BP ’ is 
symmetric, and AT = x if A is Hermitian. The equivalence of III(b)(l) and 
(5) follows from Takagi’s factorization theorem. 
Within each of the six groups, the necessity of condition (1) follows 
directly from the assumption that the respective congruences are in diagonal 
form. For example, in case II(b) if SAST = A and SBST = M are both 
diagonal, then A-‘B =(STA-lS)[S-lM(ST)-l] = ST(hplM)(ST))l, so R = 
ST will diagonalize C = A- ‘B. Similarly, in cases I(b) and III(b), R = S* will 
work. If S is unitary, the corresponding matrix R in each case is also unitary. 
Consider the cases I in which A and B are Hermitian and A is 
nonsingular. Make the assumption I(b)(l) that there is a nonsingular R 
=(rl r, ... r,,)EM,,eachriEC”,andadiagonalA=diag(X,,X,,...,X.) 
with all hi real such that R _ ‘A ~ ‘BR = A, and hence BR = ARA and 
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R*BR = R*ARA. There is no loss of generality in assuming that any multiple 
values of the X,‘s are grouped together (one can perform a real permutation 
similarity on both sides of A = R - ‘A - ‘BR to achieve this, if necessary) SO 
that A has the block form 
A= 
Aa 0 
I 4 
Ai E Ma83 lGniGn, 
. . A,=/_Q, i=1,2 ,..., k, 
0 A, 
(2.2) 
with all pi real and pi z pi if i # j. If not all the Xi’s are equal, choose any 
i, j with 1~ i, j < n such that Ai # X j, and consider the i, j entry of both 
sides of the identity R*BR = R*ARA. This is 
ri*Arjhj = ri*Brj = rj*Bri = rj*Arihi = ri*ArjXi, 
where we have used the facts that A and B are Hermitian (so x*Ay = y*Ax 
for all x, y E Cn) and that Xi and X j are real. Since Xi f X j, we conclude 
that ri*Arj = 0 and hence that rj*Ari = ri*Brj = rj*Bri = 0. This means that the 
matrices R*BR and R*AR are both block diagonal of the form (2.2) i.e., 
R*BR=[ ; .., ;]=R*ARA=‘“’ I”2A2 ... .:_I 
with Bi,Ai~ M,, for i=1,2 ,..., k. This is a partial reduction to diagonal 
form which is complete if k = n, i.e., if all hi are distinct. If k < n, then some 
block has ni > 1 and Bi = piAi. Since Ai and Bi are Hermitian, we may use 
the spectral theorem to write Ai = V, D,q* with V,, Di E M,,, V, unitary, and 
Di real diagonal. Then Bi = piAi = Ui(pi Di)Ui* is diagonalized as well. If we 
set 
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with U, = (1) = 0, if ni = 1, then U is unitary, D is real diagonal, and 
R*BR=U(DA)U* and R*AR= UDU*. 
Finally, we have the required representations 
A= [(R-1)*~]~[(~-1)*~]* and B= [(R-l)*~](~~)[(~-l)*~]*. 
Notice that if we assume I(a)(l), then the argument is the same except that 
we also know that the matrix R is unitary. In this event, (R- ')*U = RU is 
unitary and the sufficiency of I(a)(l) is proved. 
The arguments required in the remaining four cases are similar. One uses 
the respective hypothesis to obtain congruent matrices which are block 
diagonal and then uses the spectral theorem for Hermitian matrices or 
Takagi’s factorization for symmetric matrices to complete the reduction to 
diagonal form. 
Consider the cases II in which A and B are symmetric and A is 
nonsingular. Make the assumption II(b)(l) that there is a nonsingular R 
=(rl rz .*. r,,)EM,,eachriEC”,andadiagonalR=diag(hl,A,,...,X,) 
(not necessarily real) such that R _ 'A - 'BR = A, and hence BR = ARA and 
RTBR = RTAR A. Assume again that any multiple values of the Xi’s are 
grouped together so that A has the form (2.2) with all pi distinct. If not all 
the hi’s are equal, choose any i, j with 1~ i, j < n such that hi z h j, and 
consider the i, j entry of both sides of the identity RTBR = RTAR A. This is 
rirArjh j = riTBrj = rjTBr, = rjTAri h i = riTArjh i , 
where we have used the symmetry of A and B ( xTAy = y TAx for all 
X, y E Cn). Since Xi # h j, we conclude that rirArj = 0 and hence that rjTAri = 
ri'Brj = rjTBri = 0. This means that the matrices RTBR and RTAR are both 
block diagonal of the form (2.2), i.e., 
with Bi, Ai E M,,. If k = n, this is the required reduction. 
some block has ni > 1 and Bi = pi A i. Since A I and Bi are 
0 1 
PlA J 
If k<n, then 
symmetric, we 
u,(j~J~)U~r. If we set 
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may use Takagi’s factorization to write Ai = UiZiUiT with Ui, Zi E M,,, C< 
unitary, and Z i diagonal with positive diagonal entries, so that Bi = pi A i = 
2, 
0 
U= 
%? 
. . 1 
Ul 
v, 1 ... 0 0 uk 0 zk 1 
with Vi = (1) = Xi if ni = 1, then U is unitary, Z is diagonal (with positive 
diagonal entries), and 
RTBR = U(ZA)I? and RTAR = UXJT. 
Finally, we have the required representations 
A= [(R-~)~u]z[(R~~)~u]~ and B= [(R-~)~u](xA)[(R~~)~u]~. 
If we assume II(a)(l), then R is unitary and (R -l)TU = R U is unitary, so the 
sufficiency of II(a)(l) is also proved. 
In the cases III, a slight change in the argument is necessary. Let 
A, B E M, with A Hermitian and nonsingular and B symmetric. Make the 
assumption III(b)(l) that there is a nonsingular R = ( rl r, . . . r,,) E M, and a 
diagonal A=diag(X,,h,,..., X,) such that R~‘A~‘BR = A, and hence BE 
= ARA and R*BR = ?iTBR = R*ARA. There is no loss of generality in 
assuming that the entries of A are nonnegative, since there is a unitary 
diagonal matrix D such that Dp ‘AD = BAD has nonnegative entries. As 
before, we may also assume that any multiple values of the Xi’s are grouped 
together so that A has the form (2.2) with all pi distinct. If not all the Xi’s 
are equal, choose any i, j with 1 < i, j < n and Xi # Xj, and consider the i, j 
entry of both sides of the identity RTBR = R*ARA. This is 
ri*ArjX j = ','B'i = fjTBfi = rj*AriAi = ri*Arj hi, 
where we have used the fact that A is Hermitian and B is symmetric. From 
this it follows that jri*Arjlh j = 1 ri*Arjlh ir and since Xi z X j we conclude that 
ri*Arj = 0, and hence that rj*Ari = ?,‘Bfj = fjTBfi = 0. This means that the 
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matrices RrBR and R*AR are both block diagonal of the form (2.2) i.e., 
with all Bi, Ai, Ai E M,, and hi = piZ with ~~ > 0. 
If k = n, this is the required reduction. If k < n, then some block has 
ni > 1 and 
Bi = AiRi = piA, (2.3) 
with pi 2 0. The left-hand side of the identity (2.3) is a symmetric matrix, and 
the right-hand side is a Hermitian matrix. If pi # 0, we conclude that Ai is 
both Hermitian and symmetric. The only way a Hermitian matrix can be 
symmetric is if it is real, so Ai is a real symmetric matrix if pi f 0. If pi = 0 
(which can happen for at most one value of i), then Ai is Hermitian, but not 
necessarily real. By the spectral theorem, there is a unitary matrix U, E M,, 
and a real diagonal matrix Mi such that Ai = UiMiUi*. If pi # 0, then Vi may 
be chosen to be a real orthogonal matrix, in which case UiT = Vi* and 
Bi = piAi = U,(piMi)qT. (2.4) 
If pi = 0, it may not be true that Ui * = UiT, but nevertheless Equation (2.4) is 
still correct because both sides vanish. Thus, for all i = 1,2,. . . , k we have 
Ai = qMiUi* and Bi = Ui(piMi)UiT. 
If we set 
u= 
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then B = [(?i-‘)rU]~M[UrR-‘1 and A = [(R-l)*U]MIU*R], as asserted. 
If we assume III(a)(l), then R is unitary and hence (R- ‘)*U = RU and 
(R ~ ‘)rU = R U are unitary, so that the sufficiency of III(a)(l) is also proved. 
This completes the proof of III when A is nonsingular. If R is nonsingu- 
lar, the hypotheses III(b)(l) say that there is a nonsingular R E M, such that 
R-‘Be’A?i = A is diagonal, so AR = BRA and ?i*AR = RTBRR. From this 
point, the argument is formally the same as in the case in which A is 
nonsingular. One merely interchanges A and B in the proof and uses the 
Takagi factorization to diagonalize Bi instead of the spectral theorem. n 
In cases I(b) and II(b) of Theorem 2.1 there is a familiar condition on 
A ~ ‘B which is equivalent to simultaneous diagonalizability by the respective 
congruence, namely that A-‘B should be diagonalizable (perhaps with real 
eigenvalues), i.e., that A-‘I3 b e of the form RAR-’ with A diagonal 
(perhaps with A real). This condition can, in principle, be tested by ex- 
amining the minimal polynomial of A - ‘B to see if it has distinct linear 
(perhaps real) factors. In case III(b), however, the condition is not so familiar, 
namely that A- ‘B is of the form RAE- ’ with A diagonal. This condition, 
that A-‘B is condiagonalizable, is also easily tested. A matrix C E M, can be 
written as C = R AR - ’ with R, A E M,, R nonsingular, and A diagonal, if 
and only if CC is diagonalizable, all the eigenvalues of CC are nonnegative, 
and rank(C) = rank(CC). See [4] for a proof and related results. 
A positive definite matrix has a (unique) positive definite square root, so if 
A E M, is positive definite, we can write A - ’ = Hz, where H is Hermitian 
and nonsingular (even positive definite). If B E M, is Hermitian, A - ‘B = 
H2B = H(HBH*)(H*)-‘= H(HBH*)H-‘, so A-‘B is similar (via H) to the 
Hermitian matrix HBH*. Thus, I(b)(2) of the theorem implies the familiar 
result that a positive definite matrix and any Hermitian matrix can be 
simultaneously diagonalized by a nonsingnlar congruence. 
A similar argument handles the not so familiar case in which A and B are 
of mixed types. Let A be positive definite, and write A - ’ = Hz with H 
positive definite as before, but now assume that B is symmetric. Then 
A-‘B = H’B = H(HBHT)(HT)-’ = H(HBHT)Hp’, and hence A-‘I3 is con- 
similar (via H) to the symmetric matrix HBHT. Thus, III(b)(S) of the theorem 
implies that if A is positive definite and B is symmetric, there is a nonsingu- 
lar S such that SAS* and SBST are both diagonal. 
There is a much more direct route to this particular result, however. If A 
is positive definite and A-i = H2 with H Hermitian and positive definite, 
and if J3 is symmetric, then HTBH is also symmetric, and hence Takagi’s 
factorization can be used to write HTBH = UZUT with U unitary and Z a 
nonnegative diagonal matrix. Then U*H TBHo = ( HU)TB( Ho) = Z is diago- 
nal, and (HU)*A( Hu) = UTHAHv= UTHHm2HU = UT0 = I. Thus S = Ho 
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is a nonsingular matrix such that S*AS = I and SrBS = Z are both diagonal. 
This argument seems to be due originally to Pommerenke [7, Lemma 3.8, p. 
891. See [l, Theorem 7, p. 2201 for a proof that does not use Takagi’s 
factorization. 
3. THE GENERAL CASE FOR UNITARY REDUCTION 
Although there are difficulties in extending Theorem 2.1 to cover the 
problem of diagonalizing two singular matrices by a general congruence, 
there is a straightforward extension if we restrict our attention to unitary 
congruences. The first part of the following theorem gives an alternate proof 
of the well-known fact that two Hermitian matrices can be simultaneously 
unitarily diagonalized if and only if they commute. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A, B E M, be given. 
(a) Suppose A and B are both Hermitian. There exists a unitary U E M, 
such that UAU* and UBU* are both diagonal if and only if AB is Hermitian, 
i.e., AB = BA. 
(b) Suppose A and B are both symmetric. There exists a unitary U E M, 
such that UAUT and UBUT are both diagonal if and only if AB is normal, -- 
i.e., ABBx= BAAB. 
(c) Suppose A is Hermitian and B is symmetric. There exists a unitary 
U E M, such that UAW and UBUT are both diagonal if and only if AB is 
symmetric, i.e., AB = Bx. 
Proof. (a): If UAU* = A and UBU* = M are both diagonal, then A = 
U*RU, B = U*MU, and AB = U*AUU*MU = U*MAU = U*MUU*AU = BA. 
Conversely, if AB = BA, then A, = A + EZ is nonsingular and Hermitian for 
some e>Oand A,B=(A+EZ)B=AB+EB=BA+EB=B(A+EZ)=BA,. 
Thus, B commutes with A;l and hence A; ‘B is Hermitian. By I(a)(3) of 
Theorem 2.1 there exists a unitary U, such that U,AJJ,* = U,AUE* + EZ = A, 
and U,BU,* = ME are both diagonal, and hence U,AU,* = A, - EZ and 
U,BU,* = M, are both diagonal. 
(b): If UAUT = A and UBUT = M are both diagonal, then A = U*AU, 
B = U*MU, and AB = UAoUTMU = U*( AM)U is unitarily diagonalizable 
and hence normal. For the converse, suppose AB is normal and assume that 
A is nonsingular. Then AB = (A-‘))‘B is normal, and 11(a)(3) of Theorem 
2.1 says that the two symmetric matrices A - ’ and B are simultaneously 
unitarily condiagonalizable. Thus, there is a unitary U E M, and diagonal 
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A, M E M, such that A-’ = UAUT and B = UMUT. Then A = UA-‘gT and --- 
B = UMUT, which is a simultaneous diagonalization of A and B of the 
required form. If A is singular, then by Takagi’s factorization theorem there is 
a unitary U E M, such that UAU * is diagonal, and we can permute the 
columns of U if necessary so that 
UAUT= ; ; , 
[ 1 ZEM,, l<k<n, 
and Z is symmetric (in fact, diagonal) and nonsingular. If we write UBU T in 
corresponding block form 
UBUT= 
B,, B,, I 1 BE2 B22 ’ &EM,, Bm~M,,-kk 
then the blocks B,, and B, are symmetric and we have 
(UAU*)( UBUT) = UABU* = [; $; ;x]_[x;ri x;is]. 
But UA&J* is normal, too, and hence ZB,, = 0 and B,, = 0, since Z is 
nonsingular. This shows that 
UAUT= ; ; , 
[ 1 UBUT= B [ 1 ;’ B” , 22 
and (UAUT)( UBUT)= [ “f’r i]. 
By the result for the nonsingular case, we know that there is a unitary 
Vi E M, and diagonal A,, A, E M, such that Z = V,A,Vrr and B,, = V,A2ViT. 
Since B, is symmetric, we also know there is a unitary V, E M,_, and a 
diagonal Aa E M,_, such that Bz2 =V2A,VaT. If we let A= A,@0 E M,, 
M= A2@A,,andV=V,@V2,wehaveUAUT=VAVT, UBU*=VMV*.Thus, 
A = (U*V )A( U*V )* and B = (U*V)M( U*V)T is a simultaneous diagonaliza- 
tion of the required form. 
(c): If UAU* = A and UBUT = M are both diagonal, then A is necessarily 
real. We have A = U*AU, B = U*MU, and AB - U*AUU*Mo= U*AMU= 
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U*MA?? = U*MUUTAU = (U*Mo)( tJ*AU) = Bx, Conversely, if AB = Bx, 
then AE 3 A 5 EZ is nonsingular and Hermitian for some E > 0, and A,B = 
AB + EB = BA + EB = BxE. Thus, condition 111(a)(4) of (2.1) is satisfied, and 
there exists a unitary U, E M, such that U,AJJE* = U,AU,* + EZ = A, and 
U,BU,T = ME are both diagonal, and hence U,AU,* = A, - EZ and U,BU,‘= M, 
are both diagonal. n 
As an indication of the difficulties that can occur in attempting to reduce 
a pair of singular matrices to diagonal form by not necessarily unitary 
congruence, consider the case of two singular Hermitian matrices A, B E M,. 
Let N(A) and N(B) denote the null spaces of A and B, respectively, and 
suppose first that N(A) n N(B) = {O}. If there exists a nonsingular S E M, 
such that S*AS = A, and S*BS = A, with diagonal A,, A, EM,, then the 
zero main-diagonal entries of A, and A, (if any) do not fall in the same 
positions. Thus, there is some a E R such that all the main-diagonal entries of 
a Ai + A, are nonzero, and hence aA + B is nonsingular. Conversely, if 
aA + B is nonsingular for some nonzero a E R, then aA + B and B are 
simultaneously diagonalizable by congruence if and only if A and B are 
simultaneously diagonalizable by congruence. Thus, if N(A) f’ N(B) = { 0)) 
there exists a nonsingular S E M, such that SAS* and SBS* are both diagonal 
if and only if aA + B is nonsingular for some a E R; and for such an a, 
(aA + B)- ‘B is diagonahzable and has only real eigenvalues. 
If dimN(A)T\N(B)=k>l, let {ul,...,uk} be an orthonormal basis of 
N(A)nN(B)andlet U=(U~...U~U~+~...U,)EM, beunitary.Then 
U*AU= 
Ok 0 [t-l and U*BU= Ok o 0 A’ H--1 0 B’ 
where 0, E M, is a zero matrix, A’, B’ E Mn_k, and N( A')n N( B’) = (0). 
Moreover, A and B are simultaneously diagonalizable by (not necessarily 
unitary) congruence if and only if A’ and B’ are. The matrices A’ and B’ may 
both be singular, but their null spaces intersect trivially. 
Thus, the general case can be reduced to the special case of trivially 
intersecting null spaces by a unitary congruence (similarity). If A, B E M, are 
given singular Hermitian matrices that one wishes to diagonalize simulta- 
neously by nonsingular congruence (A -+ S*AS, B + S*BS), there are three 
steps to follow: (I) remove any common nontrivial null space by reducing to 
A’ and B’; (2) test to see if det( aA’ + B’) is identically zero for all a E R; (3) 
if not, test to see if some nonsingular aA’ + B’ is diagonalizable. If so, the 
desired simultaneous diagonahzation is possible. 
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For example, if we consider the Hermitian and symmetric matrices 
we can use Theorem 3.1 to show that there is no unitary U E M, such that 
UAU* and UBU* are both diagonal, because AB is not Hermitian. There is 
no unitary U such that UAU T and UBU T are both diagonal, because AB is 
not normal, and there is no unitary U such that UAU* and UBU T are both 
diagonal, because AB f Bx Moreover, since N( A)fl iV( B) = {0}, there can 
be no nonsingular S E M, such that SAS* and SBS* are simultaneously 
diagonal, because uA + B is singular for all a E C. This is an example of a 
singular matrix pair [ 111. 
4. GENERALIZATIONS 
One way to generalize these results is to consider simultaneous reduction 
to upper triangular form by unitary congruence, and to consider simultaneous 
triangularization and diagonalization of families of arbitrary cardinality. Let 
F={Ai:i=3}cMM, beagivenfamily,andlet G={Aixj:i,j~$}.If 
G is a commuting family, then there exists a unitary U E M, such that 
UA iUT is upper triangular for all i E X if and only if, for all i, j E 9, A,& 
has only real nonnegative eigenvalues, A i xj + A j& has only real eigenval- 
ues, and A i xj - A j xi has only imaginary eigenvalues. If the given family F 
consists of symmetric matrices, there exists a unitary U E M, such that 
UA,U T is diagonal for all i E 9 if and only if G is a commuting family. See 
[3] for other results of this type. 
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